ABSTRACT
Introduction
-n Consider the theory of a single scalar field defined by the action, s = -U(4) ,
1
(1.1)
where U is as shown in Fig. 1 . That is to say, U has two local minima, In the semiclassical (small%) limit, T/V admits an expansion of the f8Ym I'/V = As -B/% Cl + 0(+-l) I .
(1. 2) There exist algorithms for computing the coefficients A and B; indeed, in the limit of small energy-density difference between the two vacua, it is possible to compute B in closed form. Also, in this same limit, it is possible to give a closed-form description of the growth of the bubble after its quantum formation.
We will recapitulate this analysis later in this paper.
In this paper, we extend the theory of vacuum decay to include the effects of gravitation.
At first glance, this seems a pointless exercise.
In any conceiv- adding a constant to U has no effect on physics. This is not so when we include gravitation: (3,l) invariance.
In the thin-wall approximation, the bubble materializes at rest with radius 7.
As it grows, its surface traces out the hyperboloid, p = F. In the thin-wall approximation, the construction of the bounce from these'ckquations is astonishingly simple. Equation (3.2) differs from its counterpart in the pure scalar case, Eq. (2.4 We shall now show that this is ordinary de Sitter space, written in slightly unconventional coordinates. 4 We begin by recapitulating the definition of de Sitter space. Consider a five-dimensional Minkowski space with 0(4,1)-invariant metric, (4.6) In this space, consider the hyperboloid defined by -n2= w2 -t2 + x2 + y2 + z2 * (4 -7) with A some positive number. This is a four-dimensional manifold with a Minkowskian metric; it is de Sitter space. Note that de Sitter space is as homogeneous as Minkowski space; any point in the space can be transformed into any other by an O(4,l) transformation.
To put the metric of de Sitter space into our standard form, we must &oose the location of the center of the bubble at its moment of materialization.
Since de Sitter space is homogeneous, we can without loss of generality choose this point to be (A,O,O,O,O). The O (3,l) group of the vacuum decay problem is then the Lorentz group acting on the last four coordinates. Thus we replace these by "angular" coordinates, as in Eq. (4.1):
ds2 -cd?)2 -(dp)2 -p2(dfis)2 . No matter how we choose PO, 5 is always less than or equal to A. The reason for this is now obvious; the bubble cannot be bigger than this because a bigger bubble could not fit into the false vacuum.
We now go to our second special case, the decay of the present vacuum. %ere U vanishes outside the bubble, so it is the exterior metric that is ordinary Minkowski space. Inside the bubble, Eq. (4.3) becomes '2 P! (4.10)
The solution is
Since we are now inside the bubble, we will also need the continuation of this to the time-like region, the Robertson-Walker universe inside the bubble. By Eq. (4.2), this is
This is an open expanding-and-contracting universe. We normally think of oscillating universes as necessarily closed, but this rule depends on the positivity of energy, very much violated here.
The metric defined by Eq. (4.12) has singularities when r is an integral multiple of R/A. We shall now show that these singularities are spurious, mere coordinate artifacts.
Consider a five-dimensional Minkowski space with 0(3,2)-invariant
In this space, consider the hyperboloid defined by *2 = w2 + t2 -x2 -y2 -z2 . (4.14) In the absence of gravitation, this is no problem, no matter how small the energy-density difference; all one has to do is make the bubble big enough, and the volume/surface ratio will do the job.
In the presence of gravitation, though, the negative energy density of the true vacuum distorts geometry within the bubble, with the result that, for a small enough energy density, there is no bubble with a big enough volume/surface ratio.
Within the bubble, the effects of gravitation are more dramatic. 
